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QUESTION 1

The skewness of ABC company\\'s stock returns equal -1.5. What is the correct interpretation of this? 

A. It indicates higher relative probability of negative returns compared to estimates derived from a normal distribution. 

B. It indicates that the returns are indeed normally distributed. 

C. It indicates lower probability of extreme negative events compared to the normal distribution. 

D. It indicates higher relative probability of extreme events than non-extreme events compared to estimates from a
normal distribution. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which one of the following four models is typically used to grade the obligations of small- and medium-size enterprises? 

A. Causal models 

B. Historical frequency models 

C. Credit scoring models 

D. Credit rating models 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

When trading exotic options, one needs to consider the following risks: 

A. Spot foreign exchange risks 

II. Forward foreign exchange risks 

III. Plain vanilla options risks 

IV. Option-specific risks 

B. I, III 

C. II, III, IV 

D. I, II, IV 

E. I, II, III, IV 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

A customer of EtaBank, Alfred Fall, fell on the marble floors of the bank and sustained substantial injuries.
Subsequently, he won a personal injury claim of $50,000 against EtaBank. How should EtaBank\\'s operational loss
data event information database categorize this event? 

A. This event would qualify as "Business Disruption and System Failures". 

B. This event would qualify as "Employment Practices and Workplace Safety". 

C. This event would not qualify as an operational risk event. 

D. This event would qualify as "Legal Risk". 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which one of the following four statements represents a possible disadvantage of using total return swap to manage
equity portfolio risks? 

A. Similar to the formal portfolio rebalancing strategy, the total return receiver needs to modify the size of the trading
position. 

B. The total return receiver needs to incur the transaction costs of establishing an equity position. 

C. Similar to an equity forward position, the total return receiver does not get paid the dividend. 

D. The total return receiver does not have any voting rights. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

In analyzing market option pricing dynamics, a risk manager evaluates option value changes throughout the entire
trading day. Which of the following factors would most likely affect foreign exchange option values? 

A. Change in the value of the underlying 

II. Change in the perception of future volatility III. Change in interest rates 

IV. Passage of time 

B. I, II 

C. I, II, III 

D. II, III 

E. I, II, III, IV 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

To achieve leverage in long positions, a bank can use the following strategy: 

A. Securities may be purchased with borrowed funds using a bank loan from the broker. 

II. Securities may be borrowed on margin by taking a loan from a broker. 

III. Securities may be purchased and used in a repo transaction to generate cash for further security purchases. 

IV. The bank may enter into a derivative transaction, such as a total return swap, that requires little to no collateral but
mimics the performance of a long or short position in the underlying instrument. 

B. I, II 

C. I, III 

D. II, IV 

E. I, II, III, IV 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Normally, commercial banking can be viewed as a fixed income carry trade since 

A. Short-term floating-rate deposits are used to fund long-term fixed rate loans. 

B. Short-term fixed rate deposits are used to fund long-term floating rate loans. 

C. Short-term fixed-rate deposits are used to fund short-term floating rate loans. 

D. Short-term floating-rate deposits are used to fund short-term floating rate loans. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

To reduce the variability of net interest income, Gamma Bank can swap positions that make its duration gap equal to 

A. 0 

B. 1 

C. -1 

D. 0.5 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

A proprietary trading desk for a large bank hedges an Arab light OTC forward position with Brent crude oil forwards. The
trading desk benefits from using the most liquid OTC market to hedge, the market for the Brent crude, but hedging its
using the Brent contract, exposes itself to the following type of risk: 

A. Basis risk 

B. Term risk 

C. Correlation risk 

D. Seasonality risk 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

Banks duration match their assets and liabilities to manage their interest risk in their banking book. Currently, the
bank\\'s assets and liabilities both have a duration of 10. To hedge against the risk of decreasing interest rates, the bank
should 

A. Increase the duration of the liabilities 

II. Increase the duration of the assets 

III. Decrease the duration of the liabilities 

IV. Decrease the duration of the assets 

B. I only. 

C. I and II. 

D. II and III. 

E. I and IV 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Changes to which one of the following four factors would typically not increase the cost of credit? 

A. Increasing inflation rates in a country. 

B. Increase in consumption of goods and services. 

C. Higher risk premium on a fixed income instrument. 
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D. Higher return earned on alternative investments. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

US-based BetaBank have accumulated Japanese yen, Japanese government bonds, options on Japanese yen, and
positions in commodities that have a positive correlation with yen. Which one of the four following non-statistical risk
measures could be used to evaluate the BetaBank\\'s exposure to the Japanese economy? 

A. Position turnover 

B. Position concentrations 

C. Position volatility 

D. Position sensitivities 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

Typically, which one of the following four option risk measures will be used to determine the number of options to use to
hedge the underlying position? 

A. Vega 

B. Rho 

C. Delta 

D. Theta 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

Which one of the following is a reason for a bank to keep a commercial loan in its portfolio until maturity? 

A. Commercial loans usually have attractive risk-return profile. 

II. Commercial loans are difficult to sell due to non standard features. 

III. Commercial loans could be used to maintain good relations with important customers. 

IV. The credit risk in commercial loans is low. 

B. I, II and III 

C. III and IV 
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D. II and IV 

E. IV only 

Correct Answer: A 
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